
TWINES FOR HORTICULTURE

COST SAVINGS ON GREENHOUSE WASTE

100% natural product
Bio Twine

CROPS

IN USE

BIO TWINECOMPOST



100% natural product
Bio Twine

(price / HA. 50 ton waste) 

Standard plastic twine
Purchase price
Waste removal

Elite Bio Twine
Purchase price
Waste removal

* Representative example based on current market prices. The
actual savings for your greenhouse can be higher or lower.

€ 750,00
€ 3.500,00

Totaal    € 4.250.00

€ 2.500,00
€ 1.500,00

Totaal    € 4.000,00

CALCULATION EXAMPLE *

Durability, environmental awareness and a responsible production 
chain: decisive purchasing factors for consumers and producers.
Elite Bio Twine is a 100% natural product which is 100% 
compostable. It reduces the removal cost for the waste 
considerably. The horti twine for the future.

Quality and environment
Elite Bio Twine is soft, flexible, very strong and UV resistant. It 
is made from PLA (a Bio Polymer from plant sugars) and is fully 
degradable. 

Savings
As Elite Bio Twine composts, the green waste that needs to be taken
away does not to be separated from the twine. Due to this fact, the
cost for waste removal is much lower. Other twines which contain
non-compostable plastics have a much higher waste removal cost.
This price difference will grow even further in the coming years.
We are happy to calculate your savings when you use Elite Bio Twine. 

Lankhorst Yarns
Lankhorst Yarns started as a Frysian family business in 1803.
Innovation, new product development, scientific research and being 
close to our customers. Those are the main success factors  of this 
world wide operating company.

Elite Bio Twine degraded to 
biological microfibers after 8 
weeks

Biological microfibers leave no 
toxic residues

Harmless for animal, plant and 
water organisms in soil

UNIVERSITY OF WAGENINGEN 
PROVES:

‘THE MARKET DEMANDS 
DURABILITY. ELITE BIO 
TWINE MAKES THAT 
POSSIBLE’

MAZAO AGROBUSINESS
+52 (33) 2254 6668
contacto@mazaoagrobusiness.com

www.mazaoagrobusiness.com
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